
FINE-TUNE YOUR 
GCP SPEND

Cost optimization executive summary 

This presentation will contain an 
executive summary of cost optimization 
recommendations and best practices 
across multiple GCP services. It 
is intended for technical leaders 
accountable for cost and budget 
decisions on Google Cloud. 
 
 
Cost optimization report

This detailed report will contain a 
breakdown of cost optimization 
recommendations based on resource 
utilization and usage across Compute 
Engine, Cloud Storage, BigQuery, and 
other GCP services based on use cases 
discussed. It is intended for Cloud 
COE, business and technical teams 
responsible for implementing cost 
optimization actions.

 
Cost management dashboard

A live dashboard that will report on the 
costs consumed across GCP as broken 
down per business requirements. This 
could be based on functional business 
units, infrastructure tags, projects, 
regions, etc. The live nature of this 
allows stakeholders to regularly monitor 
spend across the organization and act on 
trends as opposed to reacting at the end 
of the month.

Free GCP cost optimization assessment
 
The way people work has changed. Identifying optimization opportunities 
in your infrastructure to align cloud spend can help you get to your business 
goals.

Our cloud experts give you a better understanding and analysis of your cloud 
spend with a free assessment around utilization and cost.

Assessments include:

Discovery
We’ll get to know your business objectives and goals, and share in-depth use 
cases to identify relevant examples. 

Review
We’ll help you better understand your resource usage and utilization, and 
generate cost optimization opportunities. 

Education
We’ll educate you on general tips & tricks across several GCP products and 
services, along with a detailed review of Compute Engine, Cloud Storage, and 
BigQuery.

Recommendations
Based on your current state, we’ll share recommendations for tools, resources, 
budgets and more. We’ll also offer cost optimization strategies that can help 
you better use what you have.

Deliverables
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“SADA used their technical expertise, guidance, and years of experience working 
with companies in related spaces to make our migration from AWS smooth, and they 
continue to help us make the most out of GCP and minimize our costs. I have a call 
with our TAM manager every two weeks to make sure we’re always on top of things.”  

Veer Singh
CTO | FoodJets

A few of  
our clients

About SADA
At SADA, we climb every mountain, clear every hurdle, and turn the improbable into 
possible – over and over again. Simply put, we propel your organization forward. 

It’s not enough to migrate to the cloud, it’s about what you do once you’re there. 
Accelerating application development. Advancing productivity and collaboration. Using 
your data as a competitive edge. When it comes to Google Cloud, we’re not an add-on, 
we’re a must-have, driving the business performance of our clients with its power.

Beyond our expertise and experience, what sets us apart is our people. It’s the spirit that 
carried us from scrappy origins as one of the Google Cloud launch partners to an award-
winning global partner year after year. With a client list that spans healthcare, financial 
services, media and entertainment, retail, manufacturing, public sector and digital natives 
– we simply get the job done, every step of the way.

YOUR CHALLENGES 
ARE OURS.  
 
WE’RE READY.  
LET’S GO.

Valued at $20,000
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